
Step 1. Transition ownership 
to your people, early and fully

YOUR PEOPLE NEED TO HAVE A PERSONAL
stake in change. Involving people in designing the changes

and how the changes will roll out is vital, but sometimes it is not
enough. You have to generate excitement. The question is, how?

Get people excited about change
Tell the story. Clearly communicate the end point of the change.
In the June 2006 McKinsey Quarterly Global Survey on
Organizing for Successful Change Management, 63% of companies
successful at sustaining change cited “communicating a compelling
story” as a key driver. This means:

w Explaining to employees what change will mean for them 
personally. Intrigue them and excite them about the future,
and about the importance of their contribution.

w Involving everyone at all levels in discussing change, and its 
implementation. Create a buzz. 

Go beyond training 
Training does not equal implementation of change; it is just one
part of the process. Most of us can recall a major IT implemen-
tation where, despite training on the system, work habits did 
not change.

Sustainable change also needs to address how we work – how to
change ingrained habits, practices and behaviors. This kind of
change starts with managers, who:

w Clearly define the new or revised standards for their teams;

w Become performance coaches for their people, guiding,
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demonstrating and helping employees
adopt new practices “on the job”;

w Monitor results, and systematically pursue
improvement through a disciplined plan-
do/review/ improve loop; 

w Take on critical sponsorship roles and own
ongoing implementation decisions; and

w Build their people’s confidence and comfort
with the change. 

Tackle lingering resistance
As the change process emerges different stake-
holders are impacted. They need to be engaged
to commit to change and to reduce resistance
to change. Resistance can be a generalized dis-
quiet across a community, or sometimes specific
resistance from a key individual. Don’t ignore
resistance. Tackle it head on, by:

w Opening dialogue channels with people
impacted by the changes. Address unan-
swered questions and take action to resolve
issues;

w Engaging key, influential leaders who are
not yet on board. Develop a personalized
plan to move each individual through a
series of smaller-step changes; 

w Drawing a line in the sand. Be clear about
the deadline to adopt change, once all 
reasonable concerns have been answered;
and 

w Be clear on the penalties of not supporting 
the change.

intrigue them and excite 
them about the future and….
Create a buzz.

WHY DO ORGANIZATIONS find it so hard to sustain the changes they
struggle to introduce? Why do so many change implementations fail to deliver their

intended value? It is generally not for lack of ambition or initial commitment. Take the case
of a major retailer who embarked on a process to engage over 400 area managers and 40,000
employees. The change mantra was to “make a difference in the stores by Christmas”.
Everyone – staff, merchandisers, buyers and warehouse personnel – had a part in reaching
the goal. The uplift in sales over the holiday season was the best the company had ever 
experienced. However, the company was unable to sustain the changes.

Similarly, a prominent aero engine manufacturer recently introduced major changes to work
practices by investing heavily in training managers, supervisors and team leads. They too failed
to make the change stick. 

So, where did these companies go wrong in their change implementations? They failed to 
sustain the initial changes. However, 
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Sustaining Change – it’s as easy as 1, 2, 3… 4.

“…. change remains difficult to pull off 
and few companies manage the process as well as they would like. 

…. installing new technology, downsizing, restructuring, or trying to change corporate culture 
have had low success rates. 

The brutal fact is that about 70 percent of all change initiatives fail.” 
– Beer and Nohria, May 2000, HBR article on Change Management

AVOCET HAS IDENTIFIED FOUR KEY STEPS 
TO SUSTAINING CHANGE:

1. Transition ownership to your people, early and fully;

2. Keep senior management focused on the change process;

3. Install the infrastructure necessary to sustain change; and

4. Measure and reward results.
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w Embed goals and measures into team and individual roles; 

w Run team and individual sessions to explain the goal of the
change and develop models of new work procedures; and

w Work with individuals to close the gaps and improve actual
results and demonstrate achievement at operational reviews.

Step 4. Measure and 
reward results 

SUSTAINING CHANGE OFTEN EXTENDS
beyond the project budget and requires ongoing investment.

So:

w Ensure the original business case funds three to nine months’
worth of ongoing change management, depending on the
magnitude of change and the performance gap to close;

w Transfer ownership for the financial benefits to line manage-
ment as part of the transition; and 

w Develop a simple set of measures to provide early warning 
signals to line managers.

Recognize and reward achievement
People drive change, and it pays to say, “thank you.” For the
retailer referenced at the beginning of this article, the executives
failed to sufficiently reward people for their effort and results. Tie
rewards to results to be self funding. To keep people motivated:

w Structure short-term rewards based on the transition milestones;

w Structure additional rewards to meet the longer term goals;
and

w Hold recognition events to celebrate achieve-
ments and to encourage future effort. 

Sustaining change is a challenge. It takes lead-
ership commitment. It takes foresight. It takes
investment in the process, and in your people. 

But at the core of sustaining change is a very
simple principle: the discipline to fully follow
through. Don’t move on; move forward.

If you and your key change leaders have the
discipline to embed change you will build a
more confident organization.

If it’s time to implement change at your organ-
ization, then it’s time to invest in innovative
ideas and new approaches. It’s time to exploit
your potential to its fullest. 

It’s time to get in touch with Avocet.

Recipients of this communiqué can contact:

Marian Bradshaw-Knapton 

President, Avocet Organizational
Performance Inc.

416.436.4782 

avocet@sympatico.ca. 

…it pays to say, “thank
you”…reward people for their
effort and results.
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Step 2. Keep senior
management focused on the
change process 

SENIOR MANAGERS CREATE THE
headroom for change while still running

the current business. They:

Build capacity and learn to say “no”
Part of sustaining change is building the 
capacity for change. Managers can easily become
overwhelmed. As one oil refinery executive
commented, “We feel as if we suffer from ADD,
we don’t seem to be able to embed one change
before the next is upon us”. To avoid burnout,
the senior management team needs to:

w Continuously review priorities, say “no” to
non-essential items – and mean it;

w Make timely decisions to re-allocate
resources to match changed priorities; and

w Communicate those decisions to all levels
in the organization.

Maintain a persistent focus
Sustaining change takes unwavering focus.
This means:

w Insisting managers ‘walk and talk’ to update
on issues and to demonstrate commitment.

At one North American energy company, the CEO insisted
that he and all of his executives spend one day per month on
the floor. When he showed up to work on the loading bay or
to man the pumps, the buzz it sent through the company was
worth a thousand memos;

w Publishing and discussing results regularly to make change
part of everyday business; and

Step 3. Install the infrastructure
necessary to sustain change

PEOPLE BUILD CHANGE WITHIN AN 
organization. But they need the organization’s underlying

processes to support those changes. So:

Align your people management processes
Your people management processes need to reflect the required
changes to how people need to work. By:

w Revising selection, promotion and succession criteria to
assure the right matches between people and roles;

w Developing training to re-orient and continuously improve
technical and managerial skills; and

w Revising competencies to encourage the desired behaviors
and practices.

Set clear goals, 
and embed them in everyday work
In the June 2006 McKinsey Quarterly Global survey on
‘Organizing for Successful Change Management’ 70% of 
companies that successfully implemented change cited “defining
clear goals and then integrating those goals into key processes”,
as critical. For change to stick, you need to live it, every day:

w Identify how process and productivity goals will change as a
result of the change;

…the buzz it sent
through the company
was worth a thousand
memos;

continued on page 4


